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A problem in understanding sympatric speciation is establishing how reproductive isolation can arise when

there is disruptive selection on an ecological trait. One of the solutions that has been proposed is that a

habitat preference evolves, and that mates are chosen within the preferred habitat. We present a model

where the habitat preference can evolve either by means of a genetic mechanism or by means of learning.

Employing an adaptive-dynamical analysis, we show that evolution proceeds either to a single population

of specialists with a genetic preference for their optimal habitat, or to a population of generalists without a

habitat preference. The generalist population subsequently experiences disruptive selection. Learning

promotes speciation because it increases the intensity of disruptive selection. An individual-based version

of the model shows that, when loci are completely unlinked and learning confers little cost, the presence of

disruptive selection most probably leads to speciation via the simultaneous evolution of a learned habitat

preference. For high costs of learning, speciation is most likely to occur via the evolution of a genetic

habitat preference. However, the latter only happens when the effect of mutations is large, or when there is

linkage between genes coding for the different traits.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Unravelling the processes that underlie the evolution of

new species is one of the major themes of evolutionary

biology. Research has especially been focused on the role

of geographical separation in speciation. However, despite

decades of empirical and theoretical research, consensus

on the likelihood of speciation in the face of geneflow has

not been reached (Turelli et al. 2001; Via 2001;

Kirkpatrick & Ravigné 2002; Coyne &Orr 2004; Gavrilets

2004). When a population experiences disruptive selec-

tion on an ecological trait, random mating will normally

prevent the population from splitting into two species.

Hence, a problem in understanding of sympatric specia-

tion is establishing how assortative mating can evolve

under such a regime of disruptive selection. One of the

possible solutions that has been put forward is related to

the availability of two different habitats or hosts. When

disruptive selection favours ecological specialization on

two different habitats, the evolution of habitat choice may

aid sympatric speciation if prezygotic isolation is a by-

product of divergent habitat selection. Several theoretical

studies have demonstrated that this is a plausible

speciation mechanism (Rice 1984; Diehl & Bush 1989;

Johnson et al. 1996; Kawecki 1996, 1997; Fry 2003;

Gavrilets 2004).

In these speciation models incorporating habitat

choice, it is generally assumed that the preference for

one of the habitats is a genetically determined trait.

Typically, each preference allele shifts the preference in the

direction of one of the habitats. We refer to this

mechanism as a ‘genetic habitat preference’, although
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there are other ways to model a genetically based

preference (e.g. Kawecki 1996, 1997). A possibility that

has received less attention is that individuals may develop

a preference for the habitat they have experienced at a

young age. Such a learned preference for habitat or host

features is known to occur in several groups of animal

species, including birds, fishes and insects. Several

examples are mentioned in West-Eberhard (2003) and

Beltman et al. (2004), but the most extensive review to

date is provided by Davis & Stamps (2004), who refer to

this phenomenon as ‘natal habitat preference induction’.

They suggest that it has been understudied, in part

because scientists working with different taxa have used

different terms to describe it (e.g. Hopkins’ host selection

principle, habitat imprinting or habitat conditioning). We

will refer to it as a ‘learned habitat preference’, to highlight

the resemblance to as well as the difference from a genetic

habitat preference.

Several authors have discussed the possible importance

of a learned habitat preference in speciation (e.g. Thorpe

1945; Maynard Smith 1966; Rice 1984; Kondrashov &

Mina 1986; West-Eberhard 2003). Just as in the case of a

genetic preference, the learned habitat preference may

(i) cause assortative mating between individuals that

prefer the same habitat, and (ii) cause individuals to

produce their young in the habitat type they experienced

themselves at a young age. As a result, a learned habitat

preference may assist speciation because individuals

exploiting a new, previously unused habitat may very

quickly be reproductively isolated from the original

population. However, it has also been stated that this

effect is not large enough to play a significant role

(Mayr 1947).
q 2005 The Royal Society
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Recently, theoretical studies have shown that speciation

through a learned habitat preference is extremely effective

(Beltman et al. 2004; Beltman & Haccou 2005). In these

previous theoretical analyses it was assumed that the

learning of habitat features was already present from the

onset of speciation. Thus, the question of whether the

learning of habitat features can evolve from scratch as a

consequence of disruptive selection on an ecological trait

could not be answered. Still, this seems likely, because it

was found that as soon as there is divergence in an

ecological trait, there is selection on reinforcement of the

effect that learning has on assortative mating and on the

location where young are produced (Beltman & Haccou

2005). Hence, these effects of learning are expected to

become stronger and stronger, which goes against the

prediction of Mayr (1947) that a learned habitat

preference is unimportant.

Speciation through the evolution of a learned habitat

preference is an effective mechanism because it is a one-

allele mechanism (Felsenstein 1981). That is, alleles that

strengthen (the effects of) learning necessarily have the

same effect in both habitats. In contrast, speciation

through the evolution of a genetic habitat preference is a

two-allele mechanism (at least, in our definition of a

genetic preference). Hence, alleles that modify the genetic

habitat preference always shift the preference in the same

direction. Interestingly, the way we model the evolution of

a learned habitat preference can alternatively be inter-

preted as a model of migration modification. It has been

shown that modifiers of migration are expected to reduce

migration between two populations to zero (Balkau &

Feldman 1973; Karlin &McGregor 1974; Gillespie 1981;

Wiener & Feldman 1991, 1993), which is in essence the

same as the strengthening of a learned habitat preference.

(Note, however, that this effect can be modified by kin

competition and environmental stochasticity (Kisdi 2002;

Leturque & Rousset 2002; Billiard & Lenormand 2005).)

In summary, when studied in separate models, both a

genetic and a learned habitat preference have appeared

quite likely to evolve. It is interesting to consider what

would happen when both possibilities evolve at the same

time. Clearly, the evolution of a learned habitat preference

has the advantage of being a one-allele mechanism.

Hence, during its evolution, recombination does not

destroy associations between alleles that strengthen

learning and ecological adaptation alleles, whereas this is

a problem in the case of a genetic preference. However, the

intensity of selection on the genetic habitat preference is

expected to be stronger than selection on the learned

habitat preference. This can be understood by considering

offspring that are accidentally produced in the ‘wrong’

habitat. When their habitat preference is genetically

determined, they are more likely to produce their own

young in the ‘correct’ habitat, thus repairing their parents’

mistakes, than when they learn their habitat preference.

In this paper, we construct a speciation model

incorporating both a genetic and a learned habitat

preference. Our aims are to investigate under which

circumstances speciation occurs, and via which of the

two preference mechanisms this is most likely. First, using

adaptive dynamics (Dieckmann & Law 1996; Metz et al.

1996; Geritz et al. 1998; Leimar 2001, in press), we study

the simultaneous evolution of an ecological trait, and of

two traits determining, respectively, the genetic and
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learned habitat preference of individuals. For simplicity,

we assume that habitat choice influences solely the

location where young are produced, and do not take into

account the effect on assortative mating. This allows us to

study when evolution of the three traits leads to disruptive

selection, which facilitates speciation (e.g. Kawecki 1996,

1997; Dieckmann & Doebeli 1999). Our results show that

the presence of learning leads to a higher intensity of

disruptive selection, thus promoting speciation. To

examine whether speciation indeed follows the presence

of disruptive selection, we extend the analysis employing

an individual-based model, where in addition it is assumed

that mate choice occurs in the preferred habitat. It appears

that speciation more readily occurs through a learned than

through a genetic habitat preference when there is free

recombination and when the cost of learning is low. In that

case, speciation through a genetic preference is only

possible when the traits are coded by a few, and therefore

major, loci. When there is linkage between genes that code

for specialization and those that code for a genetic habitat

preference, speciation through a genetic preference

becomes more likely than for free recombination.
2. MODEL DESCRIPTION
We consider a population of individuals that exploit two

habitats, A and B. This could, for example, represent a

population of phytophagous insects feeding on two

different host plant species. Two variants of the model

are examined: one uses the framework of adaptive

dynamics (Dieckmann & Law 1996; Metz et al. 1996;

Geritz et al. 1998; Leimar 2001, in press) to predict the

course of evolution; the other is an individual-based

model. In both cases individuals have three traits, two of

which affect their habitat-selection behaviour (referred to

as genetic habitat preference, and learning ability), and

one that determines the viability of individuals when born

in either of the two habitats (referred to as specialization

coefficient).

(a) Habitat preference

The genetic habitat preference, g, is a baseline preference

that individuals would express when experience does not

affect habitat choice. Biologically relevant values of g can

range from 0 (absolute preference for habitat A) through

0.5 (no preference) to 1 (absolute preference for habitatB).

The habitat preference resulting from g can be modified by

the learning of features of the habitat that is experienced

early in life. The learning ability is the extent to which the

genetic habitat preference is modified by experience. An

individual with lZ0 does not learn and hence its habitat

preference exactly equals its genetic habitat preference.

For 0!l%1 the habitat preference shifts towards the

habitat that was experienced early in life. For lZ1 the

genetic habitat preference is completely overruled by

learning. Note that the extent of preference modification is

genetically determined, but the direction of preference

change depends on early experience and can thus be either

in the same or in the opposite direction to the genetic

preference.

We assume that the resulting habitat preference—an

interplay between the genetic habitat preference and

learning ability—determines the habitat that is chosen

for reproduction. Specifically, an individual that is born in



Table 1. The probability that a habitat is chosen for
reproduction as a function of the genetic habitat preference
(g), the learning ability (l ) and the birthplace of an individual.

born in A born in B

reproduction
in A

fAAZ1Kgð1K lÞ fBAZ ð1KgÞð1K lÞ

reproduction
in B

fABZg(1Kl ) fBBZ1K ð1KgÞð1K lÞ
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habitat x chooses habitat y for reproduction with

probability fxy, where fxy is a function of g, l and the

location of birth as in table 1.

In our adaptive-dynamical analysis (see below), the

habitat preference is assumed to influence the location

where young are produced: females born in habitat x

produce their young with probability fxy in habitat y. In the

individual-based version of the model, habitat preference,

in addition, affects mate choice in the sense that

individuals with a preference for the same habitat are

most likely to mate with each other because the probability

that they encounter each other at the time of reproduction

is large. Matings between individuals that prefer different

habitats occur as long as the habitat preference of all

individuals is not absolute.
(b) Habitat-dependent viability

Apart from the genetic habitat preference g and the

learning ability l, there is a third trait, the specialization

coefficient, a (from adaptedness), that determines the

viability when born in different habitats (rendering a

similar underlying ecological framework as in Geritz et al.

1998; Geritz & Kisdi 2000). Individuals with aZaA are

most viable when born in habitat A (specialists on A), and

those with aZaB are most viable when born in habitat B

(specialists on B). Individuals with aZ ðaACaBÞ=2

are equally well adapted to both habitats (generalists).

The viability changes according to a Gaussian function

with scale parameter s2 when the specialization coefficient

is away from the optimum. The parameter s2 determines

the trade-off between viabilities in habitat A and B. This is

in part caused by how much the habitats differ from

each other, and in part by the genetic architecture of

the species. Specifically, the viability of an individual

with specialization coefficient a who is born in habitat x

equals

wxðaÞZ eKðaKaxÞ
2=ð2s2Þ: (2.1)

(c) Recurrence equations

To derive the recurrence equations, we need to keep track

of two types of individuals, namely those born in habitat A

and those born in habitat B. The density of these types is

denoted by NA and NB, respectively. To derive equations

for these densities at the next timestep (denoted byN 0
A and

N 0
B), we need to know the density of young produced in

each habitat, and the fraction of these young that survive

viability selection and competition for resources. Each

individual produces on average E young. These young are

produced partly in habitat A and partly in habitat B,

depending on the individual’s habitat preference (see

table 1). A certain fraction of these young survive viability
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selection according to equation (2). Additionally, we

assume that there is a cost of learning, c, for instance

because brain nuclei involved in the learning process need

to develop. Higher learning abilities, therefore, imply that

that the viability is decreased by a factor (1Kcl ). The

density of young after viability selection in habitat x, Yx, is

then given by

Yxðg; l; aÞZwxðaÞEð1KclÞð fAxðg; lÞNAðg; l; aÞ

C fBxðg; lÞNBðg; l; aÞÞ: (2.2)

Finally, after viability selection these individuals

compete with others that are born in the same habitat.

We model this process using Beverton–Holt type density

dependence, where K is a parameter determining the

population densities at equilibrium. Both habitats are

assumed to be able to sustain an equal population density

at equilibrium. These assumptions yield the following

recurrence equations for the density of individuals in the

next generation:

N 0
xðg; l; aÞZYxðg; l; aÞ=ð1CYxðg; l; aÞ=K Þ: (2.3)

(d) Adaptive-dynamical analysis

For the first stage of the analysis we use the framework

of adaptive dynamics (Dieckmann & Law 1996; Metz

et al. 1996; Geritz et al. 1998; Leimar 2001, in press). In

this framework, it is assumed that mutations occur rarely

and that they lead to small changes in the phenotypic

values of individuals. For simplicity, the initial popu-

lation is assumed to be monomorphic (i.e. to consist of

identical individuals). This allows one to predict the

direction of evolution by calculating the intensity of

selection on the evolving traits. As long as the intensity

of selection on the traits is non-zero, this will result in

directional evolution (Dieckmann & Law 1996). Such

evolution comes to a halt in so-called evolutionarily

singular points, in which the intensity of directional

selection is zero. To calculate the selection gradient,

which is a vector containing the intensities of selection

on each of the evolving traits, mutants are assumed to

appear after the residents have attained population

dynamical equilibrium. The residents present at equili-

brium and their densities influence the selection

gradient, because the residents constitute the ecological

environment of mutants. The detailed adaptive-dynamical

analysis is given in the Electronic Appendix.

(e) Individual-based simulations

In our adaptive-dynamical analysis, the effect of habitat

preference on mate choice is not taken into account. For

directional evolution this does not influence the course of

evolution when there is no heterozygote advantage (e.g.

Kisdi & Geritz 1999; Geritz & Kisdi 2000; van Dooren

in press; Metz in press). However, as soon as the

population becomes polymorphic as a result of disruptive

selection, mate choice should be taken into account to

study further evolutionary changes. Therefore, we follow

the evolutionary dynamics of g, l and a employing

individual-based simulations (C program available on

request). Speciation occurs when the population comes to

consist of two types of specialists that have an ‘absolute’

preference (genetically determined or learned) for the

habitat in which they are born.
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The specialization coefficient, the genetic habitat

preference and the learning ability are encoded by ka, kg
and kl diploid loci, respectively. Alleles are either 4 or2,
and they act additively to determine the trait values of an

individual. When an individual has i 4 alleles at the loci

coding for that trait, it has a trait value of

ðktC ðiKktÞfÞ=ð2ktÞ, where kt is the number of loci coding

for the trait, and f determines how large the effect of a

mutation is. Hence, for individuals with only2alleles the

trait value reaches its minimal value, and increasing the

number of4 alleles raises the trait value in a linear fashion

to its maximum value. When the resulting trait value

exceeds the range of biologically realistic values (as can be

the case for g and l which can vary from 0 to 1), it is

rounded off to its nearest extreme. Hence, although it is

possible that individuals possess an excess habitat

preference, this is not expressed.

In the simulations we assume that the viability optima

in habitat A and B are 0 and 1, respectively (i.e. aAZ0 and

aBZ1). The initial population consists of males and

females with aZ0, gZ0.5 and lZ0; that is, all individuals

are specialized on habitat A but have no habitat

preference. To avoid the artificial incorporation of

unrealistic amounts of initial variation, at the start of the

simulations all individuals are exact copies of one another.

For example, half of the g loci are initially fixed for the 4
allele, and the other half for the2allele (note that we use

an even number of loci to achieve this).

Only newborns that survive viability selection and

density regulation have a chance to reproduce. To

establish mate choice, all individuals are first distributed

across the habitats according to their habitat preference.

Subsequently, each female randomly chooses a mate from

the population of males present in her habitat, and

produces young in one of the habitats, again chosen

according to her habitat preference.

At each locus, newborns inherit one allele from their

mother, and one from their father. We use three different

schemes for the physical linkage between loci. In the first

scheme (‘no linkage’) we assume that there is free

recombination. In the other two schemes some loci are

physically linked, and we assume that this prevents

recombination between them completely. Hence, the

recombination rate between loci is assumed to be either

0 or 0.5: for simplicity we do not incorporate crossing

over, and only take into account recombination that is due

to the random distribution of male and female alleles that

are on different chromosomes. To determine which loci

are linked, individuals are assumed to contain kc
chromosomes, and each locus is assigned one of the

chromosomes. During one simulation the distribution of

the loci over the chromosomes remains the same; in a

subsequent simulation the distribution is chosen anew. In

the second scheme the loci are evenly distributed over the

chromosomes, which procedure is performed separately

for each of the three traits (‘predetermined linkage’). In

the third scheme (‘random linkage’), the distribution of all

loci over the chromosomes is random. In both ‘pre-

determined linkage’ and ‘random linkage’ a value of kcZ1

represents maximal linkage, because all loci are on the

same chromosome. The degree of linkage decreases as kc
becomes larger. At very large kc, all loci are on different

chromosomes, which is represented by the ‘no linkage’

scheme. The three linkage schemes thus are a simple way
Proc. R. Soc. B (2005)
to implement different degrees of linkage, ranging from

maximal linkage to completely unlinked.

Newborns can have mutations at the loci that code for

g, l and a. Each allele has a mutation probability of 0.0001.

A mutation means that the particular allele is modified

from a 4 allele into a2allele, or vice versa.
3. RESULTS
The main aim of our adaptive-dynamical analysis is to

study at which points there is no longer directional

evolution of g, l, and a. Such evolutionarily singular points

have two properties that determine how evolution will

proceed (Metz et al. 1996; Geritz et al. 1998). First, the

convergence stability property determines whether the

singular point will be approached or not (Eshel & Motro

1981; Eshel 1983; Christiansen 1991). Second, the

evolutionary stability property determines whether nearby

mutants can invade or not when the singular point has

been attained (Maynard Smith 1982). In the following we

summarize the results of our analysis (details are provided

in the Electronic Appendix).

The following potentially attracting singular points

were found: (i) points where the population consists of a

single specialist species with a genetic preference for its

optimal habitat (i.e. either aZaA, gZ0 and lZ0, or aZaB,

gZ1 and lZ0), and (ii) the point where the population

consists of generalists without habitat preference (i.e.

aZ ðaACaBÞ=2, gZ0.5 and lZ0). The convergence

stability of these points, and hence the evolutionary

dynamics, depend in large part on s2. For low s2,

evolution always proceeds to a single population of

specialists with a genetic preference for their optimal

habitat (figure 1a). For high s2, directional evolution leads

to a population of generalists without (genetic) habitat

preference (figure 1c). When s2 is intermediate, both types

of singular points are convergence stable. Directional

evolution then leads to one of them, but which one is

attained depends on the initial trait values and the details

of the mutation process (figure 1b).

There is one other possible end point of evolution,

namely when the learning ability evolves to a value of one

(trajectories leading to lZ1 are omitted from figure 1). In

that case, the population splits immediately into two

separate subpopulations that no longer interact (each

exploiting a different habitat), after which in each of the

subpopulations evolution proceeds to local specialists.

Hence, this is a third possible outcome of evolution.

However, a closer look at the intensity of selection on the

evolving traits reveals that the intensity of selection on l is

much lower than on g and a, even when there is no cost of

learning. This can be understood by considering, for

instance, individuals that are better adapted to habitat A

than to habitat B. Clearly, they will have most surviving

offspring if they have a preference for habitat A. However,

a proportion of the offspring will still end up in habitat B,

to which they are poorly adapted. When these young

survive despite their poor adaptedness, they would do

best by producing their offspring in habitat A, the habitat

they did not grow up in. This is achieved only when they

have a genetic habitat preference; in case of a learned

habitat preference, most young would be produced in the

‘wrong’ habitat. When only directional evolution is

considered, a habitat preference is thus more likely to
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Figure 1. Examples of trajectories of evolution of the specialization coefficient a, the genetic habitat preference g and the learning
ability l . Note that although the trait space is drawn as a cube, in reality the biologically meaningful trait space is only limited in
the g and l directions, but not in the a direction. The outcome of directional evolution depends on s2, which determines the
trade-off between viabilities in the two habitats: (a) at low s2, evolution leads to a population of specialists with a genetic
preference for their optimal habitat; (b) at intermediate s2, it depends on the initial conditions whether evolution proceeds to
specialists with a genetic preference for their optimal habitat, or to generalists without habitat preference; (c) at high s2,
evolution endswith apopulation of generalistswithout habitat preference. Parameters:EZ10,KZ10 000, cZ0.10,aAZ0,aBZ1.
The elements on the main diagonal of the mutational matrix used for the calculation of the trajectories are 4x(1Kx)—where x
represents the traits a, g and l—while the off-diagonal elements are all zero.
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evolve through a genetic mechanism than through

learning. This is confirmed by numerical calculations of

trajectories that follow the selection gradient (not shown)

and by the individual-based simulations (see below).

Hence, unless (i) the learning ability is initially already

high, (ii) mutations in l are much more likely than

mutations in the other traits, or (iii) there exist strong

genetic correlations between l and one of the other

traits, it seems unlikely that directional evolution will

lead to lZ1.

We cannot exclude that, apart from the discussed

evolutionarily singular points, there exist others that are,

under some circumstances, attractors of directional

evolution. However, numerical calculations of trajectories

through trait space, and the individual-based simulations,

did not reveal the existence of additional attracting

singular points. Hence, we conclude that directional

evolution will normally lead either to a population of

specialists with a genetic preference for their optimal

habitat, or to a population of generalists without habitat

preference. Such attractors of directional evolution are not

necessarily the final end points of evolution, because when

a singular point is not evolutionarily stable, the population

will experience disruptive selection. In that case, specia-

tion may occur when additionally assortative mating

evolves; this is one possible way to escape from the fitness

minimum that keeps the population trapped at an

evolutionarily unstable singular point. The singular point

that represents a population of specialists is always

evolutionarily stable. In contrast, the generalist population

will under all circumstances experience disruptive selec-

tion. The intensity of this disruptive selection becomes

higher as s2 decreases, and as the learning ability

increases. Hence, learning promotes speciation.

Whether selection that favours the evolution of two

extreme types will indeed lead to speciation depends, on

the one hand, on the intensity of the disruptive force, and

on the other hand, on processes that oppose speciation

such as random mate choice and recombination. There-

fore, to study whether speciation can take place as soon as

there is disruptive selection, mate choice should be taken
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into account. Our particular interest here is whether, given

the availability of both options, this is more likely to occur

via the evolution of a learned or genetic habitat preference.

Using individual-based simulations, we examined the

course of evolution of the specialization coefficient,

genetic habitat preference and learning ability, starting

from a population where all individuals specialize on

habitat A (aZ0) but have no preference for either of the

habitats ( gZ0.5 and lZ0). As predicted by the adaptive-

dynamical analysis, evolution first proceeded to either a

population of specialists with a genetic habitat preference

for their optimal habitat (figure 2a), or a population of

generalists without habitat preference (figure 2b–f ). Both

situations can be the end point of evolution (figure 2a,b),

which means that in the latter case the forces that oppose

speciation are stronger than the intensity of disruptive

selection. Alternatively, disruptive selection experienced

by the generalist population can lead to speciation

(figure 2c–e). In that case, the population splits into two

groups specialized on and preferring either habitat A or

habitat B. This habitat preference can be genetically

determined in both groups (figure 2c), learned in both

groups (figure 2d ), or genetically determined in one group

and learned in the other group (figure 2e). Another

possible simulation outcome is that a clear polymorphism

in g and a evolves, but speciation is not completed or not

‘stable’ (e.g. figure 2f ). (A similar result was found by

Matessi et al. (2002) for a generic one-allele mechanism.)

In the following we investigate the circumstances for

which each of the evolutionary end results is most likely.

As predicted by the adaptive-dynamical analysis, when

s2 is low, evolution led to a population of specialists on

habitat A that prefer that habitat (figure 3). For high

values of s2, evolution proceeded to a population of

generalists (figure 3). At intermediate values of s2, both

the generalist and the specialist singular points are

convergence stable. Hence, only in that case are the initial

conditions expected to influence the results (e.g. starting

closer to the generalist point will increase the likelihood of

evolving to that point). We also know from the adaptive-

dynamical analysis that the generalist population
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preference g and the learning ability l for free recombination (a), and when all loci are distributed over kc chromosomes (b). The
evolutionary end result depends on s2, which determines the trade-off between viabilities in the two habitats, and on c, the
cost of learning. The evolutionary outcome for each parameter combination is based on a single run. Parameters: KZ400,
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Figure 2. Examples of the possible end results of the individual-based simulations of evolution of the specialization
coefficient a, the genetic habitat preference g and the learning ability l . The darkness of the squares indicates the number of
individuals with different values of a, g and l at a particular time (a white square means that no individuals of that type are
present). (a) Evolution to specialists preferring habitat A (kcZ10, s2Z0.20, cZ0.04); (b) evolution to generalists without
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parameters: KZ400, EZ10, fZ1, kaZ16, kgZ16, klZ16. The linkage scheme used in these examples was ‘predetermined
linkage’ (explanation in model description).
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experiences disruptive selection, the intensity of which

decreases as s2 becomes higher. For free recombination

and low costs of learning, disruptive selection indeed

usually led to speciation. In that case, speciation always

occurred through a learned habitat preference (figure 3a).
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For high costs of learning, the selective force acting against

the evolution of learning is too strong; speciation then is

possible only through a genetic habitat preference. This

happened when few loci coded for each trait (figure 3a).

Otherwise, speciation through a genetic habitat preference
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did not take place, but the end result was a generalist

species. This is because recombination is constantly

destroying associations between alleles for specialization

on one of the habitats and alleles that confer a genetic

preference for that same habitat. This can only be

overcome when the number of loci coding for the different

traits is small. Mutations are then of large effect, thus

increasing the fitness of more extreme individuals in

comparison with the case where many loci code for the

traits.

To see whether it was indeed recombination that

obstructs speciation for intermediate values of s2, we

performed additional simulations using the linkage

schemes in which some loci are physically linked. Because

in these schemes loci are assumed to reside on a limited

number of chromosomes (kc), recombination occurs less

often. As expected, increasing the physical linkage

between loci made it more likely that speciation occurred

through a genetic habitat preference or through

a combination of genetic and learned habitat preference

instead of through a learned habitat preference (figure 3b).

The results shown in figure 3 are based on a single run

per parameter combination. We preferred to take small

steps in parameter space and perform single runs, rather

than taking large steps, which would allow us to perform

several runs per parameter combination. Our approach

allows a good estimate of the resulting patterns, which are

indeed very clear. In addition, we have investigated the

robustness of the results by changing the values of E, the

number of young produced per female, of K, which affects

the size of the population at equilibrium, and of f, which

influences how large the effect of a mutation is, as well as

the usage of ‘random linkage’ instead of ‘predetermined

linkage’. All these modifications did not render qualitat-

ively different results with respect to whether speciation

was more likely to occur through a genetic or through a

learned habitat preference. However, some of these

changes affected the likelihood of speciation, e.g. at large

E, speciation occurred more often than at low E. This can

be explained with the aid of the adaptive-dynamical

analysis: when E is high, the singular point consisting of

generalists becomes attracting already at lower s2 than

when E is low (see the Electronic Appendix). Because at

low s2 the intensity of disruptive selection is higher than at

high s2, speciation is indeed expected more often at high E

than at low E.
4. DISCUSSION
We examined the process of speciation by means of

specialization on two different habitats under the assump-

tion that both mating and the production of young occur

in the preferred habitat. Our analysis shows that the

outcome of evolution depends for a large part on the

parameter s2, which determines the trade-off between

viabilities in the two habitats. A variety of related models

have predicted that weak trade-offs (high s2) favour the

evolution of generalists, while strong trade-offs (low s2)

lead more easily to the evolution of specialists (e.g. Egas

et al. 2004a; Rueffler et al. 2004). Our results are in line

with this: evolution proceeds either to a population

where individuals specialize on one of the habitats and

have a genetic preference for that habitat (for low s2), or

to a population of generalists that have no genetic
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habitat preference (for high s2). The generalist popu-

lation subsequently experiences disruptive selection,

which can lead to speciation. We found that the intensity

of disruptive selection is higher at high learning abilities

than at low learning abilities, which means that learning

promotes speciation.

Employing an individual-based version of the model, it

was shown that, when loci are completely unlinked and

learning confers only little cost, the presence of disruptive

selection often leads to speciation through a learned

habitat preference. As expected, high costs of learning

prevent the evolution of a learned habitat preference.

Instead, speciation then occurs through a genetic habitat

preference, but only when the number of loci coding for

the traits is small. In that case mutations are of large effect.

As a result, recombination between loci coding for

adaptation to the habitats and loci coding for a genetic

habitat preference, which counteracts speciation, can be

overcome. For large numbers of loci this is not true:

a generalist is then the end result of evolution because the

force of recombination is too strong for speciation to take

place. This is confirmed by simulations in which we

incorporated physical linkage between loci, thus decreas-

ing the amount of recombination counteracting specia-

tion. In that case, speciation through a genetic habitat

preference occurs more readily than in the case of

completely unlinked loci.

Speciation through a learned habitat preference is not

hindered by recombination, because it represents a one-

allele mechanism in the sense of Felsenstein (1981). Our

results demonstrate that this advantage of a learned

habitat preference is decisive when it competes with

a genetic habitat preference, even though the intensity of

selection on the learning ability is lower than that on the

genetic habitat preference (figure 1). One can imagine

other mechanisms of genetically determined habitat

preference that represent a one-allele mechanism (e.g.

Kawecki 1996, 1997). An example of this is alleles that

reduce migration between two populations (as in Balkau &

Feldman 1973; Karlin & McGregor 1974). In fact, the

way we modelled the learning ability can alternatively be

interpreted as such a model of migration modification.

The two particular mechanisms of development of habitat

preference in this paper were chosen because they had

already been studied in separation, but had not been

incorporated in a single model. It would be interesting to

extend the analysis by looking at refinements, and possible

alternative implementations of these habitat-choice

mechanisms.

Similar models studying the possibility of speciation

through the evolution of a genetic habitat preference have

concluded that such speciation occurred easily (e.g. Rice

1984; Diehl & Bush 1989; Johnson et al. 1996; Kawecki

1996, 1997; Fry 2003; Gavrilets 2004). This was found

even whenmultiple, completely unlinked, loci code for the

evolving traits. How do these results relate to our finding

that recombination is a large obstacle to speciation,

apparently preventing speciation more often than in the

other models? Probably the most important reason for this

is that the other studies went for very strong diversifying

selection. For instance, one of these models was used to

specifically search the intensity of diversifying selection on

the ecological trait needed to overcome the recombination

barrier (Fry 2003). In our model, the intensity of
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disruptive selection is higher when s2 is small than when

s2 is large. However, small s2 also favours the evolution of

a single specialist on one of the habitats. This happens

because in our model the disruptive selection emerges at

the level of the total population as a result of a

heterogeneity in the selection in different subpopulations.

In contrast, in other models that incorporate habitat

preference the diversifying selection pressure is assumed a

priori. Therefore, the option of evolving a single specialist

is excluded by these models, which probably explains the

difference in results.

We assumed that the learning of habitat features is

costly, for example, because brain structures that enable

learning need to develop, giving those individuals with a

high learning ability a competitive disadvantage in

comparison with individuals with a low learning ability

(e.g. see Johnston 1982; Dukas 1999). To estimate such a

cost of learning is a difficult task (for an attempt seeMery&

Kawecki 2003). By incorporating learning costs we

studied a kind of worst-case scenario for the evolution of

a learned habitat preference. First, it could be argued just

as well that exhibiting a genetic habitat preference is costly.

Second, apart from being costly, learning could also

confer an additional selective advantage. Here, we

assumed that the only advantage of habitat choice is that

it may give a large survival probability to the offspring of an

individual with high learning ability. However, adaptive

learning of habitat choice is often also advantageous in an

individual’s own lifetime (Johnston 1982; Papaj &

Prokopy 1989; Bernays 1998; Egas & Sabelis 2001).

Such learning is thought to evolve most easily in

environments that are unpredictable in space and time

(Stephens 1991, 1993). It might then be employed in the

manner envisaged in our model, thus increasing the

survival probability not only of the individual itself, but

also of its offspring.

Our results suggest that when speciation occurs via the

simultaneous evolution of a habitat preference, it is likely

that this happens either through a learned habitat

preference, or that genes coding for ecological adaptation

and those coding for genetic habitat preference are tightly

linked. Interestingly, in a case where early experience is

known not to influence habitat preference (Via 1991),

genes for habitat choice and ecological adaptation indeed

appeared to reside close together on the same chromo-

some (Hawthorne & Via 2001), or possibly are one and

the same gene (Coyne & Orr 2004). This calls for more

studies examining, on the one hand, the presence of such

physical linkage, and on the other hand, in what manner

experience influences habitat choice.

Several researchers have mentioned the possible

importance of a learned habitat preference in speciation

(e.g. Thorpe 1945; Maynard Smith 1966; Rice 1984;

Kondrashov & Mina 1986; West-Eberhard 2003). In

contrast, Mayr (1947) stated that it would not be strong

enough to play a significant role. However, our analysis

shows that a learned habitat preference is likely to evolve

when there is disruptive selection (even when a genetic

preference could evolve as an alternative). In addition, we

found that such learning promotes speciation because it

increases the intensity of disruptive selection (see also

Egas et al. 2004b). Taken together, this could result in a

cascade of speciation events: once the learning of habitat

features starts to evolve, this not only represents progress
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towards speciation, but it also promotes additional

speciation events by new habitat shifts. It is thus expected

that in clades where the learning of habitat features occurs,

the learning is not restricted to one particular species, but

is widespread among closely related species. Whether

habitats are evenly distributed over space, or are more or

less separated areas, does not matter for this expectation,

because our model for learning ability can also be

interpreted as a model for migration modification. In

conclusion, the learning of habitat preferences is likely to

play a crucial role in the evolution of new species more

often than realized so far.
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